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CONTESTING BIOECONOMIC IMAGINATIONS OF “MANURE 
FUTURES”: PRESERVATION, MODERNIZATION, AND 

TRANSFORMATION 

Abstract 
The current agricultural production systems with their multiple negative impacts on socio-
ecological systems led to multiple crises, specifying the need for change. The German livestock 
production is one exemplary sector that heavily contributes to these negative effects by amongst 
others producing a surplus of manure that can lead to the eutrophication of water bodies. Thus, 
actors are seeking for innovative solutions to this issue, which differ in terms of their underlying 
conceptualizations and involved imaginations of a desirable future. Based on semi-structured 
interviews with twelve different actors, this study explores the imaginations of the future that 
shape contesting ideas out of the nitrous surplus. Results show three different development 
trajectories, namely “preservation”, “modernization” and, “transformation”, including different 
and often antagonistic imaginations that need to be discussed and moderated as drivers for 
change. 

Keywords 
Sustainability, livestock system, socio-technical innovation, conflicts  

1 Introduction 
Sustainability is a normative concept and orientation for development (SCHNEIDER ET AL. 2019). 
However, what sustainability means and what current and future states of ecologic, economic 
and social development are included in this concept are under dispute as the future is uncertain 
and can only be imagined. Thus, these imaginations of the future are playing a key role in 
shaping current social practices and sociomaterial structures of sustainability (ADLOFF and 
NECKEL 2019; BECKERT 2018; JASANOFF 2015). ADLOFF and NECKEL (2019) developed a 
theoretical framework to grasp different trajectories of present and future sustainable 
development in relation to social practices and mutually dependent sociomaterial structures. 
Still, their framework has to be substantiated with empirical case studies, proving the 
trajectories “modernization”, “transformation”, and “control”. The aim of this study is to use 
the German livestock system and its manure surplus as a case study in which these trajectories 
including their imaginations, practices and dependent structures become tangible. The current 
livestock system is characterized by manifold unsustainable practices, including high emissions 
of methane and nitrous oxides contributing to climate change, nitrate surpluses polluting water 
bodies and leading to eutrophication, precarious working conditions in the meat processing 
industry and poor animal welfare raising questions on ethical responsibility, as well as tele-
coupled effects of land-use change for fodder production are undermining indigenous land 
rights (FRIEDRICH ET AL. 2021a; 2021b; TILMAN and CLARK, 2014). Among these complex 
entanglements, manure and nutrient surpluses are the most perceptible symptom of this 
unsustainable system as odour is well known to neighbours and eutrophication threatens 
biodiversity and drinking water quality leading to high costs of denitrification among water 
suppliers. Recently, bioeconomic innovations have been and are being developed that aim in 
contributing to a more sustainable manure usage (FRIEDRICH ET AL. 2021a). However, not only 
these, but also other actors are constituting the contemporary system, thereby (re-)producing 
practices and structures. This study engages with both these actor groups by asking which 
imagined (sustainable) manure future shapes which practices and mutually dependent 
structures. This allows to uncover how future imaginations of manure shape present practices 
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and structures in the agrifood-system, and thus exemplarily, how societies deal with specific 
environmental issues.  

2 Empirical Methods and Results 
To answer these questions, we chose a qualitative approach that combines deductive and 
inductive category development among twelve problem-centred interviews. Our attempt was to 
identify contesting imaginations of how manure is dealt with. We thus identified bioeconomic 
innovation actors using online research and further actors building on the idea of the multi-
level-perspective and the socio-technical regime, which is described by amongst others, 
consumers, policy actors and NGOs (cf. GEELS and SCHOT 2007). Further actors were identified 
using snowball sampling (REED ET AL. 2009). Interviews have been analysed using software 
(MAXQDA) and applying type-building qualitative content analysis (KUCKARTZ 2018). We 
followed the proposed trajectories of ADLOFF and NECKEL (2019) by building our types. 
Additional types/trajectories have been identified using “polythetic type building” (KUCKARTZ 
2018; see Table 1 for results and attribute space). Table 1 briefly describes the ideal-types 
“preservation”, “modernization” and “transformation”, their framing of manure and the manure 
problem, the consecutive imaginations and therein embedded social practices and sociomaterial 
structures of how different actors ought to deal with manure in the present and future. 

Table 1: Ideal types of “preservation”, “modernization” and “transformation”, and 
characteristics of attribute space 

Attribute space/ 
Trajectory 

Preservation Modernization Transformation 

Manure problem frame Legal rules of 
application; other actors 
are responsible; no 
manure problem 
(anymore) 

Stakeholder interest; 
deregulation, globalization, 
nitrogen cycle, legal rules of 
application 

Integrative: usage of manure; 
environmental issues; nitrogen 
cycle and planetary boundaries; 
deregulation; globalization; 
social consumption 

Manure frame Resource, fertilizer Recyclable material, 
resource, fertilizer 

Resource; fertilizer; 
“environmental disaster” 

Imaginations (Economic) growth, 
preservation of status quo 

Green growth, technological 
fix/faith in technological 
progress, sustainability 
through spatial decoupling 
and closing the loop 

Fundamental transformation; 
changed human-nature 
relationship; challenging 
economic growth (dystopia) 

Practices Free market; innovations: 
transport and recycling; 
politics that are reliable 
for farmers 

Innovations: recycling, 
circularity; free market; 
labels of sustainability; 
political support for 
innovations; science-based 
practices 

Innovations: circular, recycling; 
consumption practices 
(sufficiency); cultural change; 
regulations/laws 

Structures Preservation of existing 
structures 

Adaptation of existing 
structures; structural support 
for innovations 

Structural change to preserve the 
value of nature; small-scale 
agriculture 

3 Discussion and Conclusion 
Results show that different ideas of how to deal with the manure issue among different actors 
exist. The identified imaginations are closely intertwined with the manure problem frame, as 
e.g., an integrative framing of the origins of the issue leads to a more diverse set of imaginations 
accordingly. This also determines the way of how actors define and imagine what practices and 
mutually dependent structures need to be changed. In contrast to ADLOFF and NECKEL (2019), 
we identified the additional trajectory “preservation” for the case of manure while a “control” 
trajectory such as presented in their conceptual framework has not been identified. Table 1 
presents ideal-types, which means that the individual imaginations, practices and structures of 
interviewees are consequently overlapping and complementing each other in practice. Still, 
currently developed bioeconomic innovations and their potential to solve the issues attributed 
to the case of manure are under dispute in society and may even be viewed as competing with 
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already established innovations. As the introduction of bioeconomic innovations could lead to 
new goal conflicts or path dependencies (FRIEDRICH ET AL. 2021a), it appears promising to 
further investigate competing imaginations in society and to moderate these imaginations as 
drivers for change towards a sustainable agrifood-system. 
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